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Examples of Engagement
Please note the names of these companies are hidden due to NDA’s we have
signed.

Client: E-Commerce Brand 1
An e-commerce brand that took us on for Web Development, SEO and PPC.
Organic Search:

We built this website in Feb 2018. We included full on-page optimisation before
launch, which shows the increase in organic traffic over time. The client then took
us on for SEO, which was implemented in March 2020, where we focussed on
content generation and link building to increase our authority on Google. As the
diagram shows, our traffic has gradually increased over time, thus increasing
organic revenue and keeping return on spend higher for overall marketing.
Something that will continue to grow. This client, like many, is a long-term project.
Overall Revenue:
The last 6 months produced the below:

Our top 2 sales channels were Organic Traffic and Paid Search (Google Ads PPC).
Our conversion rate for Organic was 0.79%, and PPC was 3.33%. We gain traffic
through blog posts, link building, and general long-tail search queries. Usually,
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these are not to attract buyers but more so to attract traffic, which over time will
convert into paying customers with retargeting ads. We are instead focussing
more so on PPC as this is an immediate source of revenue for us, and is our best
sales channel yet. Although the cost is greater, immediate revenue is needed to
able the business to reinvest continuously.
Overall Traffic: Past 2 years.
Overall, the majority of our traffic comes from
Organic Search. This is thanks to the website's onpage SEO as well as the long-term SEO of content
generation and link building.
However, the majority of revenue for this client
comes from Paid Search (Google Ads, PPC) as the
users acquired from this sales channel are more
focused on buying.

Client: E-Commerce Brand 2
An e-commerce brand that took us on solely for PPC. We’ve been working with this
client for 1 year and 2 months as of Jan 2021.
Overall Revenue: Past 1 year 2 months.

We started when revenue was £0.00. Utilising PPC we managed to steadily grow
the revenue while maintaining an average 4.21 ROAS (return on ad spend).
Unsurprisingly the best month for this client was December of 2020 (festive
season).
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Overall Traffic and Revenue: Past 1 year 2 months.

The client is focused on maintaining steady revenue growth with PPC while
keeping a ROAS of above 4.00 – something which has been achieved over the last 6
months. For the first 6 months, we were below 3.00 due to Google needing time to
collect and utilise our data in order to increase our ad spend. This is something that
was explained to the client at the beginning to maintain expectations and work for
the long term.

Client: E-Commerce Brand 3
An e-commerce brand that took us on for Web Design and Social Media
Advertising with Facebook Ads. We started with this client on November 14th,
2020. This was a brand-new business launching online.
Overall Revenue and Traffic: Since starting.

Social Traffic expectedly is our best form of traffic and revenue. We developed
multiple Facebook Ads for this client, and as with all Social Media Advertising,
revenue is immediate, similarly to PPC. Facebook, similarly to Google however, do
take time to analyse the data, so our ads will only get better. Our ROAS for the
client is 5.24. Direct traffic for this client is also similar in revenue to Social. However,
looking at our data on Google Analytics, most of these users came from Social
Media in the first place and later followed up with us directly.
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Client: Lead Gen Client 1
A client wanting more leads from their agency approached us in April 2020, where
we signed them for 12 months. Since April 2020, we have tripled their amount of
leads acquired for the same cost they were paying their previous agency.
Goal Completions = Lead.

We went through the entire on-page SEO for this client and redid their URL
structure, heading optimisation, new content, all matched up with a fresh new web
design.
Our 2 marketing channels here were SEO and PPC. The web design for this
company was all about leads. Conversion optimisation, funnels, remarketing, and
redesign. We did this within 1 month, and then over time, our amount of leads
grew. Recently we have renewed this contract for another 6 months.

Thank you for reading. Please let me know if there are any questions.
If you need me for anything, you can contact me on the following:
M: +44 (0) 7908 549 702
E: jay@immersemedia.co.uk
W: https://immersemedia.co.uk
Many thanks,
Jay. K. R
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